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The most powerful 
technologies take a 

while to mature. But 
when they do, they 

can rapidly retire 
mainstays that 

are decades old 

Life was different a decade ago. Your phone couldn’t contain your 
entire music collection, for example, or guide you to a restaurant in a  foreign 
city. Bomber-reconnaissance planes invariably had pilots on board. And 
how’s this for quaint: Your corner drugstore still stocked photographic fi lm! 
The technolo�  waves that washed away those realities spread from tremors 
that occurred years before: The fi rst smartphone was unveiled by IBM in 
1993, the fi rst digital photo was taken in 1975, and the fi rst drone aircraft 
fl ew during World War II. Clearly, the seeds of the next crop of technol-
o�  staples have already been planted. Perhaps the fi rst tender shoots can 
already be discerned among the pages of this issue. —Philip E. Ross
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replace those as well [see 
“Company to Watch”].

This has some real 
consequences. Unlike 
its predecessors, the 
smartphone is an 
inherently personal device: 
Not only is it always on, it’s 
always somewhere on us. 
Without realizing it, we’ve 
let smartphones usher us 
into an age of ubiquitous, 
pervasive computing 
that technologists, as 
well as science-fi ction 
authors, have been 
dreaming about for years. 

“Smartphones help 
users stay connected to 
information at any given 
time, any given location,” 
says Dilip Krishnaswamy, 
a Qualcomm engineer 
and associate editor in 
chief of IEEE Wireless 
Communications. “The 
information is just there 
when you need it.” 

We’ve come to rely on 
such connectivity. There’s 
no need to pack a map or 
directions when an app can 
guide you in real time, nor 
to consult a restaurant guide 
before leaving the house. In 
these and a thousand other 
ways, the smartphone, more 
than any other technology 
to have emerged in the past 
decade, is the one that has 
most changed our lives.

To be sure, back in 1973, 
Motorola’s Martin Cooper 
didn’t set out to build an 
always-connected,  portable 
computing device. He was 
simply trying to shrink 

the car phone down to 
the size and weight of a 
 luggable brick. But once 
the  cellphone had earned 
a permanent place in our 
pockets, it became an 
unavoidable platform for 
innovation, upstaging the 
PC. If Starbucks wants to 
make it quicker and easier 
to pay for a cup of  co� ee, 
why not do it through the 
phone? If The New York 
Times wants to get away 
from paper, well, everyone’s 
already carrying around a 
perfectly readable screen.

Smartphones are more 
than just bells and whistles—
they actually change behav-
ior. With a traditional mobile 
phone, users spend most of 
their time making calls and 
sending text messages. On a 
smartphone, basic commu-
nication takes a back seat to 
Internet browsing, e-mail, 
entertainment, and games. 
This di� erence is due to 
three key ingredients, each 
of which has seen tremen-
dous advances in the last 
decade: hardware, software, 
and network infrastructure.

The hardware is the most 
obvious. Thanks to high-
resolution displays with 
touch screens or QWERTY 
keyboards and tiny camera 
lenses on the outside and 
gigahertz processors, 
radio antennas, and image 
sensors on the inside, the 
phones hardly resemble 
their modest predecessors. 

But at least as important 
is the software. “The operat-

IS YOUR PHONE 
SMARTER THAN A 
FIFTH GRADER?
Yes

douglas adams’s 
Hitchhiker’s Guide to the 
Galaxy series is named 
after a pocketable device 
that contains everything 
worth knowing. But that 
seems almost quaint today, 
when you can carry the 
full contents of the Web 
in your pocket, as well 
as a telephone, a camera, 
a radio, a television, and 
a navigation system. 
Today’s smartphones are 
marvels of engineering, 
crammed with more 
features than the average PC. 
They’ve become the prime 
driver of innovation for both 
software and hardware.

It took half a century 
to shrink the mainframe 
from the size of a living 
room to that of a suitcase. 
It took another decade 
to make it smaller than a 
wallet. The smartphone has 
swallowed and assimilated 
functionality from music 
players, remote controls, 
gaming consoles, even 
printed maps and news 
publications. And now 
that smartphones are 
serving as Wi-Fi hot spots, 
they can replace wireless 
routers and modems, too. 
Smartphones are becoming 
as essential as keys or a 
wallet, and they’ll soon 

NOT ALL SMART YET :

Projected smartphone 
penetration
PERCENTAGE OF ALL MOBILE PHONES
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Smartphones are proliferating 
rapidly, but they still make up a 
minority of all mobile phones. 
Customers in North America 
have been especially quick to 
embrace them, but Italy still has 
the highest concentration in the 
world. The low percentage in Asia 
is due partially to the popularity of 
advanced feature phones (which 
have many capabilities but lack 
a true general-purpose operating 
system) in Japan and South Korea.
Source: Cisco Visual Networking Index, 
February 2010
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the car phone down to
the size and weight of a
luggable brick. But once 
the  cellphone had earned 
a permanent place in our 
pockets, it became an
unavoidable platform for 
innovation, upstaging the
PC. If Starbucks wants to
make it quicker and easier 
to pay for a cup of  co�ee, 
why not do it through the
phone? If The New York
Times wants to get away
from paper, well, everyone’s
already carrying around a 
perfectly readable screen.

Smartphones are more 
than just bells and whistles—
they actually change behav-
ior. With a traditional mobile
phone, users spend most of 
their time making calls and
sending text messages. On a 
smartphone, basic commu-
nication takes a back seat to 
Internet browsing, e-mail, 
entertainment, and games. 
This di�erence is due to
three key ingredients, each 
of which has seen tremen-
dous advances in the last
decade: hardware, software,
and network infrastructure.

The hardware is the most
obvious. Thanks to high-
resolution displays with 
touch screens or QWERTY 
keyboards and tiny camera 
lenses on the outside and
gigahertz processors,
radio antennas, and image
sensors on the inside, the
phones hardly resemble 
their modest predecessors. 

But at least as important
is the software. “The operat-
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divide between those who 
can a�ord smartphones 
and data plans and those 
who can a�ord only 
basic mobile phones. In 
fact, many smartphones 
cost more than low-end 
computers, once you take 
away the subsidized prices 
that wireless carriers 
o� er for them. Yet in rural 
and impoverished areas, 
they represent a much 
better investment because 
they’re self-contained, 
needing neither additional
network infrastructure 
nor even reliable power. 

In any case, many high-
end features will inexorably
fi lter down to low-end 
phones, as they have in 
the camera market, and 
what begins as a luxury 
will quickly become a 
necessity. In 2007, sales of 
smartphones surpassed 
sales of laptops, and some 
predict that by 2014 more 
people will browse the 
Internet by phone than 
from traditional computers. 

The drive to communi-
cate on ever-wider scales has
shaped many of our techno-
logical advances, and these
in turn have shaped how
we communicate. Moving
from text messages to
Twitter updates, from voice
to video chat seems to be
part of our evolution. “The
interesting thing is how it’s
changing human behavior
itself,” says Krishnaswamy.

“Smartphones will become
a sixth sense for the user,
gathering information 
from wireless sensors in
the user’s environment
and from the network,
interpreting the informa-
tion, and providing valu-
able feedback to the user.”

—Joshua J. Romero

ing system is the foundation 
for everything else in a 
smartphone,” says Donna 
Dubinsky, a cofounder of 
Palm, the company that fi rst 
succeeded in cramming 
computer functionality 
into a pocketable device. 
Every major smartphone 
operating system now 
supports third-party 
applications that extend 
the phone’s capabilities 
far beyond what any one 
manufacturer can do. 

And in addition to 
using the resources of the 
phone itself, these apps 
can o� -load data storage 
and processing to the cloud 
[see “It’s Always Sunny in 
the Cloud,” in this issue], 
in the form of server farms 
around the world, thanks 
to ever increasing wireless 
bandwidth—the third 
key development behind 
the smartphone. “People 
naturally want to focus 
on the device itself,” says 
Dubinsky, “but what’s 
important is the complete 
system, including hardware, 
software, and application 
development environment.” 

Current smartphones 
quietly shift between Wi-Fi 

and 3G so that users are 
always connected to the 
best available network. 
Remember that the iPhone, 
still less than four years 
old, didn’t even access 
3G networks when it 
launched. By October of 
last year, you could get a 3G 
signal at the top of Mount 
Everest, and now the fi rst 
4G networks are emerging.

Today we’re seeing only 
hints of how a smartphone 
world will be di� erent. With 
their numerous sensors, 
they will form nodes in a 
vast and unprecedented 
data collection network. 
Researchers have already 
used phones’ accelerometers 
to follow basic health 
indicators (such as a 
patient’s gait), their GPS 
to monitor crowd and 
pedestrian tra©  c patterns, 
and their microphones 
to track bird migrations. 
Several app developers 
have created the fi rst useful 
examples of augmented 
reality—letting you point 
your phone at a restaurant 
and see a bunch of customer 
reviews, for example.

These capabilities come 
with strings attached, 
notably the addictive e� ects 
of always-on connectivity. 
BlackBerries are rightly 
nicknamed “CrackBerries” 
for the way they feed a 
workaholic’s addiction. 
Krishnaswamy notes that 
we’re training ourselves to 
always be ready for the next 
e-mail or status update, and 
we’re disappointed when 
one doesn’t arrive. And 
not everyone likes it when 
people interrupt dinner 
to surf the Web to fact-
check the conversation.

Some experts even 
worry about a new digital 

H O W  P H O N E S 
G O T  S M A R T : 
E I G H T  M I L E S T O N E S

I B M  S I M O N 
P E R S O N A L 
C O M M U N I C A T O R 
( 1 9 9 3 )

IBM was ahead of the 
curve back in 1993. The 
Simon was a touch-
screen phone with a 
calendar, address book, 
calculator, and even 
the capability to send 
and receive e-mails 
and faxes. It was 
impressive, but also bulky, and came 
with a hefty price tag: US $899. 

N O K I A  9 0 0 0 
C O M M U N I C A T O R 
( 1 9 9 6 )

If you wanted a smartphone in the late 
1990s, your choice was pretty much 
limited to the pricey Communicator. 
The device was like a personal 
digital assistant and a mobile phone 
sandwiched together. (It’s rumored 
that an early prototype was actually a 
Hewlett-Packard PDA connected to a 
Nokia phone by a hinge.)

E R I C S S O N 
R 3 8 0  ( 2 0 0 0 )

The R380 was one of the fi rst 
phones actually marketed 
as a “smartphone.” It was 
the fi rst commercial phone 
to run the Symbian OS. 
Symbian has long been 
the most common 
smartphone operating 
system, but its market share has 
rapidly declined since it began facing 
competition from Apple’s iOS and 
Google’s Android. 

S O N Y 
E R I C S S O N 
P 8 0 0 
( 2 0 0 2 )

The P800 came 
with several 

new features 
that we consider 

standard for smartphones today: 
It could play MP3s, came with a 
camera, and featured a color touch 
screen (although it supported only 
4 096 colors). 

R I M  B L A C K B E R R Y 
6 2 1 0  ( 2 0 0 3 )

Research in Motion’s 
early communicators 
o� ered two-way 
text paging, but the 
company soon realized 
that push e-mail service 
was its killer app. RIM 
developed a QWERTY keyboard for 
quick thumb  typing and BlackBerry 
Enterprise Servers to tap into existing 
e-mail infrastructure. In addition to 
e-mail and basic Web browsing, the 
6200 series were the fi rst BlackBerries 
that were also fully integrated phones 
(earlier models required a headset). 

P A L M  T R E O 
6 0 0  ( 2 0 0 3 )

The Treo combined 
some of the best 

features of the Palm 
Pilot PDAs with a 
mobile phone 

shape, creating a smartphone that had 
appeal beyond business users. With 
its Palm OS, the Treo supported lots of 
third-party apps. Palm OS also gave 
the Treo integrated functions, like the 
ability to dial directly from the contact 
list and check the calendar while on 
the phone. 

A P P L E 
i P H O N E 
( 2 0 0 7 )

Apple’s much 
 anticipated iPhone 
immediately obliter-
ated the  competition. 
Its multitouch, 
 capacitive touch 
screen encouraged users to inter-
act using their  fi ngertips, and the 
mobile Safari browser made mobile 
Web browsing fun, not just possible. 
Apple also used its clout to upend the 
mobile  ecosystem,  wresting unprec-
edented control from carriers. The 
iPhone 3G upgraded the data connec-
tion and launched the wildly success-
ful app store.

H T C  E V O 
4 G  ( 2 0 1 0 )

At launch, the EVO 4G 
was arguably the best 
Android smartphone 
around: It had an 
8-megapixel camera
that could shoot HD 
video, HDMI output, 

and a 4.3-inch touch screen. But its best 
trick was the ability to act as a mobile 
hot spot connected to Sprint’s WiMax 
network, the fastest data network in 
the United States at the time. S
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B E T  Y O U 
D I D N ' T  K N O W

South Korea, which has 
long boasted the world’s 
fastest data connections, 
saw average Internet con-
nection speeds slow by 
24 percent in 2009. Blame 
the iPhone: It made its 
debut on the country’s 
slow wireless networks 
and was then widely 
adopted.

C O M P A N Y  T O  W A T C H : BROADCOM CORP., IRVINE, CALIF.

If you want your phone to replace your wallet and keys, it will need a near-fi eld communications (NFC) chip. 
Broadcom already supplies companies like Apple with integrated Wi-Fi and Bluetooth chips, and thanks to its August 
2010 purchase of UK-based Innovision, the company should soon be able to add NFC for less than US $1 per unit.
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FRIENDED
Bandwidth, digital 
cameras, and 
a hunger for 
connectedness 
have created a 
virtual dinner party
a decade ago, it might 
have taken a new person 
in town months to make 

contacts, fi nd places 
to hang out, and meet 
like-minded people. 
Now, with a few clicks 
of the mouse, you can 
get the job done through 
social networking—a 
communications revolution 
that began in fi ts and 
starts in the late 1990s and 
reached recognizable form 

in March of 2003, with the 
public launch of Friendster. 

“The idea was to have 
the Internet do the work 
of a dinner party,” says 
Kent Lindstrom, a former 
Friendster CEO. A user 
could set up a profi le, 
with personal facts and a 
picture, and invite friends 
to join. Friendster’s servers 

divide between those who 
can a� ord smartphones 
and data plans and those 
who can a� ord only 
basic mobile phones. In 
fact, many smartphones 
cost more than low-end 
computers, once you take 
away the subsidized prices 
that wireless carriers 
o� er for them. Yet in rural 
and impoverished areas, 
they represent a much 
better investment because 
they’re self-contained, 
needing neither additional
network infrastructure 
nor even reliable power. 

In any case, many high-
end features will inexorably 
fi lter down to low-end 
phones, as they have in 
the camera market, and 
what begins as a luxury 
will quickly become a 
necessity. In 2007, sales of 
smartphones surpassed 
sales of laptops, and some 
predict that by 2014 more 
people will browse the 
Internet by phone than 
from traditional computers. 

The drive to communi-
cate on ever-wider scales has 
shaped many of our techno-
logical advances, and these 
in turn have shaped how 
we communicate. Moving 
from text messages to 
Twitter updates, from voice 
to video chat seems to be 
part of our evolution. “The 
interesting thing is how it’s 
changing human behavior 
itself,” says Krishnaswamy. 

“Smartphones will become 
a sixth sense for the user, 
gathering  information 
from wireless sensors in 
the user’s environment 
and from the network, 
interpreting the informa-
tion, and providing valu-
able feedback to the user.”

—Joshua J. Romero

R I M B L A C K B E R R Y 
6 2 1 0 ( 2 0 0 3 )

Research in Motion’s
early communicators 
o�ered two-way
text paging, but the
company soon realized
that push e-mail service
was its killer app. RIM
developed a QWERTY keyboard for 
quick thumb  typing and BlackBerry 
Enterprise Servers to tap into existing 
e-mail infrastructure. In addition to 
e-mail and basic Web browsing, the 
6200 series were the first BlackBerries 
that were also fully integrated phones 
(earlier models required a headset). 

P A L M T R E O 
6 0 0 ( 2 0 0 3 )

The Treo combined 
some of the best 

features of the Palm 
Pilot PDAs with a 
mobile phone 

shape, creating a smartphone that had 
appeal beyond business users. With 
its Palm OS, the Treo supported lots of 
third-party apps. Palm OS also gave 
the Treo integrated functions, like the 
ability to dial directly from the contact 
list and check the calendar while on 
the phone.

A P P L E
i P H O N E
( 2 0 0 7 )

Apple’s much
anticipated iPhone
immediately obliter-
ated the  competition.
Its multitouch,
capacitive touch
screen encouraged users to inter-
act using their  fingertips, and the 
mobile Safari browser made mobile 
Web browsing fun, not just possible. 
Apple also used its clout to upend the 
mobile  ecosystem,  wresting unprec-
edented control from carriers. The 
iPhone 3G upgraded the data connec-
tion and launched the wildly success-
ful app store.

H T C E V O 
4 G  ( 2 0 1 0 )

At launch, the EVO 4G 
was arguably the best 
Android smartphone
around: It had an 
8-megapixel camera 
that could shoot HD 
video, HDMI output, 

and a 4.3-inch touch screen. But its best 
trick was the ability to act as a mobile 
hot spot connected to Sprint’s WiMax 
network, the fastest data network in 
the United States at the time.
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